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+ +4000 peptides/month

+ Systematic design of peptide libraries 
and complete exploration of sequences

+ Rapid peptide synthesis and 
characterization

+ High through-put screening of crude 
peptides in in vitro assays and on 
chemical- and physical parameters

+ Machine learning (ML) assisted analysis 
and optimization of key parameters 
in parallel

+ Improve biophysical/CMC properties 
for clinical testing

+ Peptide screening integrated with 
state-of-the-art in vivo pharmacology 
facilities

+ Rapid determination of PK/PD 
relationships

+ Short time from initial hit to clinical 
drug candidate. 

+ streaMLine based patent applications

The streaMLine drug development process Using streaMLine to make selective amylin receptor agonists

+ StreaMLine based development 
of novel amylin analogs

+ 10 % weight loss in DIO mice

+ PK suitable for once weekly dosing

+ Formulation at neutral pH

One-stop shop for peptide drug discovery

+ Amylin receptor agonists reduce body weight

+ Amylin is notoriously known for its fibril formation 
and requires formulation at low pH

+ Non-fibrillating peptide adrenomedullin used as the 
template to develop amylin receptor-selective analogs

+ StreaMLine platform used to screen complete peptide 
sequence and identify key positions that accurately 
control amylin receptor selectivity
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The streaMLine platform Hit to clinical candidate
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The amylin program showcase

NASH, CKD, CVD, IPF, obesity, diabetes, IBD, Parkinson, Alzheimer's disease among others…
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Functional assays Biophysical parameters Metabolic stability

Building the ML model
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